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By PETER CAGNO 
The Breeze
In what proved to be one of the most outstanding turn-
outs in ESPN “College GameDay” history, and one of the 
most highly anticipated football games for JMU, the Dukes’ 
Homecoming contest against the University of Rich-
mond actually turned out to be a huge upset for them. 
see GAMEDAY, page B5
By CAROLINE JANSEN
The Breeze 
The concerns that some freshmen have during their first year 
of college include adjusting to the class workload, getting to know 
the campus and finding time to eat. Sara Schoen had her priorities 
in a different place: trying to find a publisher to publish her work.
At only 20 years old, Schoen, a junior biology major, has pub-
lished seven novels, with an eighth scheduled to be released Nov. 
3. Her work can be found on both Amazon and iTunes for billions 
of people across the globe to read.
“It’s honestly really overwhelming,” Schoen said. “Anybody can 
leave a review. You can’t please everybody and that’s one lesson 
I learned really fast.”
Schoen’s novels take a more mystery/thriller approach. How-
ever, she pulls a lot of her inspiration from her own life.
“My friends end up as a lot of my characters, so they are a big 
inspiration for how the characters will act or what will happen,” 
Schoen said.
Schoen also said a lot of the inspiration behind the plot from 
her books come from both dreams and true stories.
“It’s a lot of my life that’s put into these books,” Schoen said.
Despite having numerous novels published, Schoen just views 
writing as a hobby.
“In a book my friend and I are currently writing, we considered 
using poison dart frogs because we were learning about them in 
biology,” Schoen said. “It’s just little things like that that’ll show up.”
Schoen added that school will always take precedent over writ-
ing in her life. However, she has learned to successfully balance 
them.
“A lot of my weekends, I’ll spend Friday nights editing,” Schoen 
said. “It feels like more homework basically, but honestly, I find 
editing a lot more fun than biometrics.”
Schoen first became interested in writing while she was in high 
school.
“My junior year, we were offered a creative writing class and I 
really just took it as an elective,” Schoen said. “But I actually ended 
up really liking it.”
Schoen was required to write novellas and poems for the course, 
and from there she began writing longer novels on her own time.
Schoen often writes with a partner now, Taylor Henderson, 
whom she met and became best friends with during that her 
high school creative writing course.
 see AUTHOR, B3
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Sara Schoen shows off some of her published books. 
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JMU ISAT department works 
with local high school
Partly Cloudly
58° / 41°
Chance of rain: 0%
TODAY WILL BE
Vandalism increases
Making dreams come true one page at a time
More than 1,000 Quad bricks stolen this year
John Foster’s “Accidental Mysteries” comes to JMU
Junior biology major has published seven books while being a full-time student 
‘College GameDay’ sends fans into a frenzy Dukes topped by Spiders
By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS
The Breeze 
This semester at JMU, students have noticed 
more bricks are missing from the Quad on 
Monday mornings than in previous semesters. 
According to Ryan Windels, over 1,000 Quad 
bricks have been stolen already this year.
This practice of stealing bricks from the Quad 
hasn’t been around as long as many people think. 
“I don’t remember it when I first got here,” Win-
dels, the president of the Student Government 
Association and a senior political science and 
public administration double major, said. “But I 
guess it’s becoming more of a thing. It’s with the 
underclassmen more than the upperclassmen 
this year.”
Some students believe they’re simply partak-
ing in a long kept campus tradition; however, 
members of administration and some students 
disagree. 
“This has never been a tradition at JMU. It is 
actually better classified as vandalism,“ Bill Wyatt, 
JMU’s director of communications and univer-
sity spokesperson said in an email. “It was never 
a problem until three years ago when just a few 
went missing.”
Austin Haspert, a sophomore finance major, 
believes that stealing Quad bricks isn’t only a safe-
ty risk, but damages the general environment of 
see BRICKS, A3
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Students continue to steal bricks on the Quad.
TOP LEFT Redshirt senior quarterback Vad Lee ran for 124 yards in Saturday’s game. BOTTOM LEFT The Marching Royal Dukes kept the crowd 
engaged in the student section Saturday. TOP The Duke Dog mascot was a crowd favorite at the “GameDay” welcome party Thursday.
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By MIKE DOLZER
The Breeze 
Purple and gold-clad fans dotted the Quad as cheers louder 
than the Marching Royal Dukes’ instruments echoed off the 
Bluestone buildings. The hosts arrived to the Home Depot-
orange set. Amplified by a roaring sea of purple, the broadcast 
began.
This is “GameDay.”
Lee Corso and Co. took to the stage, which had been set up 
Thursday, to broadcast ESPN “College GameDay” live from JMU 
for the very first time. 
The broadcast’s choosing of JMU was due in part to the 7-0 
record the Dukes touted going into the Homecoming game 
against the University of Richmond Spiders, as well as JMU 
alumnus Lee Fitting (’96) being one of the show’s producers.
Since early Friday morning, anticipation had been mounting 
on the Quad. The lines began at 8 a.m. and hundreds camped out 
see FANS, page B5 KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE
Unearthed beauty
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper 
of James Madison University, serves 
student, faculty and staff readership by 
reporting news involving the campus 
and local community. The Breeze strives 
to be impartial and fair in its reporting 
and firmly believes in First Amendment 
rights.
Published Monday and Thursday 
mornings, The Breeze is distributed 
throughout James Madison University 
and the local Harrisonburg community.  
Single copies of The Breeze are 
distributed free of charge. Additional 
copies are available for 50 cents 
by contacting our business office. 
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BERLIN — The anti-refugee post on Face-
book by a 29-year-old Berlin woman last 
spring seemed little different from many of 
the hate-filled rants that pop up on social 
media sites. “Let’s get rid of the filth,” she 
wrote. Then, referring to a series of arson fires 
that have destroyed refugee housing under 
construction across Germany, she continued: 
“Many  more refugee centers will burn, hope-
fully with the doors boarded up.”
But there was a difference between her 
words and many others that appear online: 
She was a German, posting in Germany. And 
while social media globally might assume a 
more American character of erring on the 
side of free speech over censorship, Germa-
ny does not share this view when it comes to 
hate speech.
The woman was charged with violating 
Germany’s hate speech law, convicted and 
sentenced to five years of probation. She’s not 
the only poster to have run afoul of the law: A 
25-year-old man from the small town of Pas-
sau in Bavaria was fined 7,500 euros (about 
$8,500) for a Facebook post offering to deliver 
“a gas canister and hand grenade, for free,” to 
a group of asylum seekers. 
Now, with the swelling number of refugees 
prompting more such posts, German pros-
ecutors are considering going after Facebook 
itself for posts that advocate racial hatred and 
violate laws against neo-Nazi speech.
Shiite fighters rally to 
Syria offensive
McClatchy Washington Bureau
IRAQ — Lebanese, Iranian and Iraqi 
Shiite militias in unprecedented numbers 
have been drawn into the Syrian civil 
war as the Syrian government backed 
by Russian air power embarks on a four-
pronged offensive to retake territory lost 
to rebels over the past four years.
Hundreds — if not thousands — of 
Iranian-trained and equipped Shiite 
fighters have joined the battle, provid-
ing the government with badly needed 
manpower, according to a wide range of 
sources, including Lebanese officials, 
members of the Lebanese Hezbollah 
militia, Iraqi militia officials and reports 
on social media sites.
“The Syrian army was about to col-
lapse because none of the young people 
wanted to do their military service and 
went to Europe,” said one Lebanese intel-
ligence official speaking from Beirut. 
Because of his close personal and pro-
fessional ties to the Syrian government, 
he asked that his name not be used.
“Putin brought weapons, planes and 
artillery, but this is never enough, you 
need men,” he added. “And the Irani-
ans produced them by bringing in more 
from the Resistance, Iraq and even other 
places.” The Resistance is how many 
pro-Hezbollah Lebanese refer to the 
organization.
Deaths show sign of 
commitment in Syria 
McClatchy Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — Presiding over a cer-
emony mourning the loss of his country’s 
top commander in Syria, Iranian Defense 
Minister Hossein Deqhan vowed the total 
extermination of the Sunni Muslim rebels 
fighting to topple President Bashar Assad.
“We are witnessing the start of new 
developments in Syria [that] will pave the 
way for the full annihilation of the Takfiri 
groups,” Deqhan declared at the Oct. 14 
memorial for the late Brig. Gen. Hossein 
Hamadani, according to the semi-official 
FARS news agency. Takfiri is a reference to 
radical Sunni groups. It wasn’t the first such 
funeral, and it likely won’t be the last.
At least six generals from the elite Islam-
ic Revolutionary Guards Corps have been 
killed in Syria since 2013, according to an 
official of the U.S. Defense Intelligence 
Agency. Three of those, including Hamada-
ni, who was killed Oct. 9 in the beleaguered 
northern city of Aleppo, have died since the 
beginning of the month.
A seventh Revolutionary Guard general 
was killed by an Islamic State sniper in Iraq 
last year. Experts say the deaths of so many 
senior officers in Syria underscore the Ira-
nian commitment to preserving Assad’s 
government in a “rump” Syria that includes 
most of the country’s major cities and the 
coastal province of Latakia, the traditional 
center of Assad’s religious sect, the Alawites.
Patricia makes landfall 
without much damage
Los Angeles Times
MEXICO — Residents and tourists 
exhaled in relief and began cleaning 
up Saturday after the remnants of Hurri-
cane Patricia blew toward Texas and the 
Gulf of Mexico. At a record of 200 mph 
winds and a Category 5 storm before 
coming ashore, Hurricane Patricia bar-
reled into the tourist-rich west coast at a 
speed of 165 mph Friday evening.
 At sea, it had rapidly grown to record 
strength. But less than 24 hours after 
making landfall, it had dissolved into a 
rainy low pressure area, carrying winds 
of only 30 miles per hour, a far cry from 
what meteorologists had called the 
strongest storm ever to form in the West-
ern Hemisphere. There were no reported 
deaths, but some injuries, officials said. 
Little damage was reported in coastal 
communities and resorts.
Flooding continued to be a major 
concern in the Mexican mountains and 
for Texas, where eight to 12 inches of 
rain were predicted. Some spots could 
receive as much as 20 inches, according 
to meteorologists. The National Hurri-
cane Center warned of flash flooding 
and mudslides in areas of the U.S. where 
as many as 10 million people could still 
have to deal with the watery fallout.
Compiled from Tribune News Service. 
Toxic mine blowout 
prevention failed
Los Angeles Times
COLORADO — The  blowout at an abandoned 
Colorado gold mine in August that sent 3 million 
gallons of toxic mine waste into rivers below could 
have been prevented by the government agency 
that caused it — the Environmental Protection 
Agency, according to a review released last Thurs-
day by another federal agency.
The report concluded that the EPA, which had 
been doing remediation work on the Gold King mine 
in southwestern San Juan County in consultation 
with the Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining 
and Safety, breached a sealed mine pool after incor-
rectly estimating the level of water inside it.
The review said the agency chose not to directly 
measure the level of water by drilling into it, as it had 
on a previous project. “Although this was apparently 
considered at Gold King, it was not done,” said the 
report, which was requested by the EPA and con-
ducted by the Bureau of Reclamation. “Had it been 
done, the plan to open the mine would have been 
revised, and the blowout would not have occurred.”
American killed during 
hostage rescue in Iraq
Tribune Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — A high-stakes raid last 
Thursday by U.S. special operations forces 
and Kurdish fighters to free 70 prisoners held 
by Islamic State militants resulted in the first 
combat-related death of an American service 
member in Iraq since 2011. The predawn opera-
tion also raised questions about the expanding 
role of the U.S. military in Iraq and President 
Barack Obama’s vow to put “no boots on the 
ground” in the Middle Eastern country. 
The Pentagon characterized the operation 
as part of Obama’s mission to train, advise and 
assist Iraqi forces against the militants, and not 
as a combat operation. But the raid, which need-
ed special approval by Defense Secretary Ashton 
Carter, squarely put U.S. forces into a fierce battle 
alongside another army to save foreign captives. 
The mission marked an expansion of U.S. par-
ticipation in the fight against Islamic State to 
aid partners in its ground offensive against the 
militants.
FCC gives inmates 
price break on calls
McClatchy Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — Starting next year, many 
Americans won’t have to make the difficult choice 
between talking to family members in prison and 
paying their bills.
Last Thursday, the Federal Communications 
Commission voted to cap the price that phone 
companies can charge for calls to and from prison 
inmates, which they say can run up to a staggering 
$14 per minute. The rates for prison phone calls far 
exceed those of the general public, with the finan-
cial burden falling on the families of the more than 
2 million incarcerated Americans.
“A few times I had to have my phone discon-
nected, because I had to decide whether to use my 
income to pay rent or pay the phone bill, eat or pay 
the phone bill,” said Lilian Tillman, 48, a mother of 
four from New Orleans whose 25-year-old son has 
been incarcerated in a Midway, Texas, jail for the last 
nine years.
Separated by hundreds of miles, phone calls are 




WASHINGTON — The state of Pennsylvania is 
threatening to revoke the operating license of the 
only licensed family detention center in the country, 
threatening federal efforts to stop extended deten-
tion of migrant children and their parents.
The Pennsylvania Department of Human Ser-
vices sent a letter to the federally operated Berks 
County Residential Center stating that the detention 
center is out of compliance with its original license, 
which was specifically for children.
“BCRC is no longer operating as the type of facil-
ity for which it was originally and continues to be 
licensed,” wrote Theodore Dallas, secretary of the 
Pennsylvania Department of Human Services. 
The Berks County facility is the only one of three 
family detention centers that is licensed by state 
authorities. A federal judge has ordered that the 
government no longer hold families in unlicensed 
facilities.





Spring 2016 schedule of classes and enrollment 
appointments viewable through MyMadison
Dark & Stormy Starry Monday Nights @ The Artful 
Dodger, 4 to 9 p.m.
The Hunting Ground Screening @ Grafton-Stovall 
Theater, 6:30 to 9 p.m.
JMU Percussion Ensemble @ Concert Hall, Forbes 
Center, students $5, regular $10, 8 p.m.
Wear red to support the Red Flag Campaign, 
campuswide
Team Trivia @ Clementine, teams of six or less, 
9 p.m.
Transfer student housing contracts available
Internship 101 @ Student Success Center 3270, 
1 to 2 p.m.
Overcoming Barriers & Project C.L.I.M.B. Trick or 
Treat Night @ Godwin Hall (Meet at Gym), 
5 to 6 p.m.
DJ-V’s 2’sday Dance Party @ The Artful Dodger,
10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Last day to withdraw with a W
LinkedIn Workshop @ SSC 3270, 1 to 2 p.m.
Conference opening reception: Celebrating 
Africana Cultures @ 150 Franklin St. Gallery, 
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
The Rocky Horror Picture Show @ Court Square 
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Partnership to provide equipment for schools who can’t afford it
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING NEW?
Write for The Breeze. 
Email breezenews@gmail.com
Lab to benefit local high school
SAM TAYLOR  / THE BREEZE
Stephanie Stockwell, a professor in the integrated science and technology department and the originator of the biotechnology lab 
proposal, uses a transilluminator — the item used to view DNA that has been separated — in a lab on the third floor of ISAT. 
By WILLIAM MASON
The Breeze
The value of an education may be priceless, yet for many 
public school science programs, costs seem to be a major 
obstacle in exposing students to a sound, scientific education.
After receiving a mini-grant from the JMU Faculty Senate, 
as previously reported by The Breeze, Stephanie Stockwell, a 
JMU assistant professor of integrated science and technology, 
is hoping to combat this obstacle with her new project. The 
project involves a team of Stockwell and two JMU students 
who will be working in conjunction with Harrisonburg High 
School on a yearlong initiative that involves collecting a vari-
ety of soil microbes.
The $3,500 grant is being used by Stockwell to create a 
mobile biotechnology laboratory that will be used to create 
science experiments and lessons for high school students for 
the duration of the school year and, if all goes well, the unfore-
seeable future. The lab consists of three large portable bins 
filled with scientific equipment. 
“The idea is it can fit in a car and can be easily transported 
back and forth,” Stockwell said.
The bins contain the equipment necessary for DNA-based 
experiments or, in simpler terms, the kind of experiments 
often portrayed in labs on crime TV shows. The items are 
expensive, and often public schools can have trouble afford-
ing them. Tools such as micropipettes — the small tubes that 
suck samples up and then spit them into a DNA gel — cost 
around $250 each. Meanwhile, a transilluminator — the item 
used to view the DNA that has been separated — costs about 
$890, and lab coats cost $105 each.
“This stuff is just so insanely expensive that a couple of 
thousand dollars just doesn’t go that far,” Stockwell said.
 While Stockwell realizes that her and JMU’s role is get-
ting students engaged in science, she dislikes using the word 
“outreach” to describe the interaction between JMU and Har-
risonburg High School because she feels they are partners 
who are both giving and receiving. JMU is providing the high 
school students with the expensive supplies that they don’t 
necessarily have available. 
The university is also giving them the chance to partake in 
a scientific research project by collecting soil samples that 
would forge a lasting relationship between JMU and the high 
school.
“What I wanted to do is establish a long-term relationship, 
and what this biotech lab is going to do is allow me to have 
the equipment so that I can commit to long-term relation-
ships that can be more reciprocal,” Stockwell said.
see LAB, page A4
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“I understand it’s a tradition or something you 
have to do before senior year,” Haspert said. “But 
I think it takes away from the beauty of the school 
and the landscape.” 
Haspert also said people think they are getting 
a long entrenched piece of history of JMU. How-
ever, because so many bricks are being taken, 
especially on weekends, there’s a good chance 
that when a student takes a brick, it has only been 
on the Quad for a year or so. 
“At the end of the day, in two weeks, you just 
have a brick laying around,” Haspert said.
Windels emphasized that it is not only the cost 
of the bricks that is taking a financial toll on the 
university, but the cost to cut and lay the bricks 
as well. 
“I don’t want to put a number amount on it, 
but it is significant,” Windels said. “All together 
it’s a costly process.”
 According to Wyatt, JMU has already spent 
several thousand dollars in materials and labor 
to replace the bricks that have been taken just 
this year. He also said it was possible that, if 
bricks continue to be taken at this rate, tuition 
could increase as a result.
“It’s possible,” Wyatt said. “Bricks don’t grow 
on trees.” 
However, the specific amount by which tuition 
would be raised or when it would happen hasn’t 
been specifically discussed.
 Despite the costly process of replacing the 
bricks on the Quad, Wyatt was able to disprove 
a rumor that the Quad would be paved over at 
some point.
 “The amount of Quad bricks being taken not 
only proves to be a financial burden, but it is also 
a safety issue,” Wyatt said. “There are a number of 
members of the university community who are 
sight and mobility impaired. Stolen bricks cre-
ate a safety hazard for everyone, but especially 
these members of our community. We have 
already had one student sustain serious injury 
after falling.”
 Windels said the SGA is working toward a cure 
for the problem. 
“Hopefully we will come up with a more 
positive tradition that people can get behind,” 
Windels said.
 JMU administration is also taking measures 
to help prevent theft. 
According to Wyatt, JMU has placed cameras 
in strategic locations around the Quad and near 
the Centennial Fountain.
He also made it clear that although students 
caught stealing Quad bricks are handled on 
a case-by-case basis, criminal charges are a 
possibility.
 Haspert believes that the act itself isn’t nec-
essarily the problem, but the sheer number of 
bricks that are being stolen and at the rate that 
it’s happening. 
“It’s tradition, so you aren’t going to abolish 
it completely,” Haspert said. “But people aren’t 
doing it their senior year; it’s a lot more of the 
freshmen doing it.”
Windels believes that this act of taking Quad 
bricks is a practice students should discontinue. 
“At its worst, it’s theft; at its best, it’s meaning-
less,” Windels said.
CONTACT Makena Rafferty-Lewis 
at raffermf@dukes.jmu.edu. 
Marching Royal Dukes’ dance moves lead to Title IX complaint
Can’t stop the beat
JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE
The Marching Royal Dukes practice for the Homecoming game last Tuesday. The band recently received a Title IX complaint from 
an unnamed football attendee that focused on the dancing during its performance of Bill Chase’s song “Get It On.”
By EVAN McALLISTER
The Breeze
Referee calls, touchdowns and inter-
ceptions don’t seem to be the only things 
on the minds of JMU’s football audience 
this season. 
A Title IX complaint that was recently 
filed by an unnamed audience member 
at one of this month’s football events, 
revolved around the Marching Royal 
Dukes’ rendition of “Get It On,” and 
some of the dancing by band members 
that accompanied it. 
The grievance was initially handled 
by JMU’s Office of Equal Opportunity 
(OEO), the department responsible for 
handling discrimination or harassment 
issues related to race, sexuality, religion 
or any other characteristic protected 
by law, according to the OEO’s mission 
statement. 
“It was more so, as [the person who 
filed the complaint] put it, the ‘sexual 
gestures’ — he felt that some of the things 
that were going on were a little much,” 
James Robinson, the director of the OEO, 
said. “He had his daughter with him, and 
explaining it to her was very difficult.”
The complaint was registered as a pos-
sible violation of Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972, which prohibits 
sex-based discrimination in schools that 
receive federal funding. The law has been
see COMPLAINT, page A4 
IN BRIEF
HARRISONBURG
Body of unidentified male 
found near North 38
Harrisonburg police are responding to a report 
that the body of an unidentified male was found 
in a field near North 38 Apartments. 
According to Sgt. Jason Kidd from the Harrison-
burg Police Department’s Criminal Investigation 
Division, there’s no indication of foul play and the 
police are treating it as an undetermined death. 
Kidd also said that he doesn’t believe the body 
is that of a student and it will remain an open 
case until the body can be looked at by a med-
ical examiner, a process that could take several 
months. 
Kidd believes that the report was submitted 
around noon on Sunday. 
JMU
Film to discuss crimes 
on campuses 
The Writing, Rhetoric and Technical Commu-
nications and Justice Studies departments are 
partnering with the University Program Board 
to present a free screening of “The Hunting 
Ground” on Monday at 6:30 p.m. in Grafton-
Stovall Theatre. 
This film, which is a part of the semester-long 
symposium, reveals rape crimes that take place 
on college campuses, cover ups of the crimes and 
the impact that they have on students and their 
families.
The film follows the lives of several undergrad-
uate assault survivors as they attempt to pursue 
their education and justice, despite incredible 
pushback, harassment and traumatic aftermath.
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LAB | JMU students 
are helping with 
community outreach
MRD | Members emphasize program traditions
By MALCOLM ANDERSON
contributing writer
Lesley Eicher is the health education coordinator at JMU. She 
has also been teaching human sexuality in the Health Sciences 
department at JMU for the past three years. Eicher mainly focuses 
her attention on teaching, but is currently involved with research 
in her field of study. Eicher involves every student in her HTH 372 
Human Sexuality class in an activity called “Silent Values Voting.”
The activity consists of students being presented with 15 different 
statements addressing common social issues, such as abortion and 
interracial relationships. Students have a choice of five responses, 
which range from strongly agree to strongly disagree, which they 
select anonymously. When Eicher receives the responses, she mixes 
them up, passes them back out randomly among the class and 
reads each statement aloud. The students then move to different 
parts of the room to represent the five possible responses. 
What do you enjoy about teaching?
For me, I just love the opportunity, number one, 
to talk about things that a lot of people have never 
had the chance to talk openly about, and number 
two, I love seeing students start to make connections 
between content and I just love the learning process.
So you love to connect students to things they have never come 
across. How do you accomplish that in the human sexuality class?
The way that I look at teaching, I look at it as uncovering 
content as opposed to covering content. So, I try to create 
an experience where students uncover connections 
between what we are studying and their own experiences, 
rather than me saying, ‘Here’s this, here’s that. Let me 
tell you what to learn.’ Because everyone is going to 
learn different things based on where they come from. 
What prompted you to incorporate an activity such as the 
“Silent Values Voting” activity into your curriculum?
It is an activity I do at the start of the course as 
a way of illustrating for students the diversity that 
walks into the classroom in every sense of the room. 
And I use it as a springboard for having a discussion 
about, ‘How do we create a safe learning environment 
amid that diversity?’ Because everybody comes to the 
table, especially with regards to human sexuality, with 
diverse — not just perspectives — but ‘layers of diversity’ 
is what I call it. And the more that we can tease those 
out and really make it known to people just how true 
that is, the more that people can begin to recognize, 
‘Wow, not everybody sees things the way that I do.’
So what is an example of one of these class norms?
I ask students the question, ‘What do you need, 
given all of this diversity,’ because we list a bunch of 
elements of diversity that walk into the classroom 
every time people do, and after we list all of those, I 
ask students, you know, ‘Given this, what do you need 
from each other or from me to be able to have a safe 
place to learn?’ And one of the things that comes up 
every time, that students ask for, is confidentiality. And 
we delineate between, there is learning that is going to 
happen in the classroom about factual information and 
stuff that we want students to take out and use in their 
lives and share with their friends and share with other 
people, but if people are sharing personal experiences, 
perspectives, anything that is attached to a person, 
that piece of it remains confidential in the classroom. 
Do you believe physically representing another person’s opinion 
on a social issue has a more meaningful impact upon students 
than an essay or attending a program discussing social issues?
Yes, it’s called experiential learning. We know from 
research that when our learning is tied to an emotional 
reaction, whatever that emotion might be — whether it’s 
shock, surprise, excitement, novelty, a good memory, 
anything at all — when we have an emotional response 
to our learning that’s how our learning sticks. This is 
an experience that definitely sticks with students and 
people I have done it with all over the country, because 
people have a tendency to make the assumption, ‘Well 
these people all seem like they’re like me. They go to 
JMU, they mostly look like me, they mostly act like me, 
they are about the same age as me, they must be just 
like me.’ And people have a tendency to place things on 
people, like beliefs. And it can be very humbling to see 
a spread of beliefs in a room, on an issue that someone 
holds very firmly to, and realize, ‘Wow, not everyone in 
this room thinks the way that I do, I really thought they 
would.’ I mean, that’s a very humbling experience.
Do you think political correctness has any value or 
place when it comes to social issues like this?
I think that there is a huge misunderstanding when 
it comes to what political correctness really is, and my 
goal is always inclusiveness, not political correctness, 
because my goal is when education is happening, when 
writing is happening, when speech is happening, that 
all people are hearing and seeing themselves in that 
message. That’s what inclusiveness is. Most people 
when they think of being PC, they think of trying not to 
offend somebody. You can’t control how somebody else 
feels, but what you can control is your attention to try to 
include and have everybody be found in your message.
How do you incorporate such a conversation and employ 
inclusiveness and set aside political correctness?
Well, I think inclusiveness happens when you involve 
a wide variety of people and when you look around 
and you have conversations with those people, and 
you realize they are very different from each other. 
I think inclusiveness happens when you ask other 
people for their input. So, if someone is working in 
a silo, if you write this article and you show it to no 
one, and you just publish it, that’s not trying to be 
inclusive, because someone may read it and say, ‘Hey, 
you know your tone here is a little this, or, have you 
thought about this, or, how would this group 
read this?’ Other people have ideas, and the more 
people that see something, hear something, get 
something run by them, the more people, the more 
inclusive that end product is going to be. 
What has been the most shocking or interesting 
reaction you have gotten from this activity?
Honestly, the reaction is always the same. It’s always — it’s 
a spectrum of reactions, and it’s never anything shocking 
or anything. It’s just students doing the exercise and being 
surprised that other people don’t think like they do.
CONTACT Malcolm Anderson at 
ander2md@dukes.jmu.edu. 
Health education coordinator uses classroom activity to teach students about others’ views of the world
A valuable lesson
DANIEL STEIN / THE BREEZE
Lesley Eicher, JMU’s health education coordinator, teaches a 300-level class in the Health Sciences department. Eicher’s class features 
an activity called “Silent Values Voting,” which she uses to teach students about their own beliefs and those of their fellow students. 
TANNER LESLIE / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER
In response to the Title IX complaint against them, the Marching Royal Dukes have changed a dance move in their program. The 
person who sent in the complaint said the thrusting movement was a “sexual gesture” and was inappropriate for the performance. 
from page A3
especially prominent in recent years as 
multiple major universities have been 
found in violation of it — notable examples 
include Harvard Law School and Southern 
Methodist University in late 2014. 
The grievance at JMU was unrelated to 
harassment, and instead focused on the 
dancing during the MRDs’ performance 
during the game. Initially filed with the 
OEO, the incident was deemed to be iso-
lated enough that it was referred back to 
the MRDs to be taken care of internally. 
“To our knowledge, it is not an official 
Title IX complaint, [but] any feedback 
we get from our community members is 
important to us. We’ve already addressed 
it with the band,“ Scott Rikkers, the director 
of the MRDs, said. 
According to Rikkers, appropriate action 
was taken with the section of the MRDs 
responsible for the controversial dancing. 
However, “Get It On” is already a part of 
the MRDs’ repertoire of songs and won’t 
be removed, especially given that the com-
plaint was focused on the dancing that 
accompanied the song, and not the music 
or lyrics. 
Many members of the MRDs also feel 
that the song, Bill Chase’s “Get It On”, itself 
wasn’t the issue. 
“[Get It On] is a deeply rooted tradi-
tion that the MRDs have been performing 
for years,“ Lindsay Proulx, a junior inte-
grated science and technology major and 
trombonist for the MRDs, said. “I know, 
personally, I would be crushed if we didn’t 
play it. Some people might find it sugges-
tive in its lyrics, but my marching band in 
high school played this song, so I would 
think of it as being appropriate in a college 
setting too.”
Whether or not the dancing was inap-
propriate also seems to be a point of 
discussion; with concerns about tradition 
and student expression being voiced.
“The MRDs are basically a huge fam-
ily. The traditions we have set us apart 
from other marching bands in the coun-
try,” Proulx said. “It’s sad that we have to 
change the dancing in this song, but I also 
understand how someone might take its 
meaning the wrong way.”
No additional complaints have since 
been filed about Marching Royal Dukes 
performances.
CONTACT Evan McAllister at 
mcalliem@dukes.jmu.edu. 
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But the high school is also pulling its own weight by helping 
to vastly grow the collection of soil samples JMU will have on 
hand, giving students and faculty more samples to analyze and 
compare. This will also expand the department’s connections. 
Stockwell cited the helpfulness of Myron Blosser, the biology 
director of the Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 
academy at Harrisonburg High School, in connecting her and 
her team with local farmers so the biotechnicians can do field 
surveys of the areas and increase both their soil collection and 
field experience.
Stockwell noted that she’s not the only professor who does 
K-12 partnerships, as there are many others who deserve credit, 
but feels that she and these other professors share a duty based 
on their backgrounds.
“As an educated person, it is your job to help the community 
with whatever gifts you have,” Stockwell said.
The people helping her — her senior ISAT students — were 
drawn into science by similar means. Zach Yorio, a senior ISAT 
major, credits his high school biology teacher with igniting his 
interest in science. 
“My biology teacher — she was really inspirational and kind 
of got me on the bio track, and coming here,” Yorio said.
Stockwell admits she found her interest in science in a simi-
lar manner to what she’s doing today with these students.
“I was a science fair judge and I saw a lot of microbiolo-
gy and biotechnology-esque projects and I thought, ‘Jeez ... 
these kids can do a lot more than what they’re doing,’ Stock-
well said. “They just need a little guidance and they need the 
equipment.”
Even though Stockwell has only started doing projects with 
Harrisonburg High School this year, she has already found 
reward in her past experiences during her work with Page 
County Middle School.
“I came this one year,” Stockwell said, “and this kid was sit-
ting there and I was setting up that stuff and he was like, ‘I’m 
so excited you’re here because my sister did this two years ago 
and I’ve been waiting ever since to do this experiment. She 
still has her DNA sample she made two years ago, and after 
two years I’m gonna have one too!’ How awesome is that it 
is one day out of my life and it’s something that you look for-
ward to for two years.”
The ISAT project may still be in its infancy, but Stockwell’s 
students have also found it to be rewarding.
“A lot of this stuff we’ve done in the lab is pretty new; we 
haven’t gotten into the really hardcore science part, but 
just the outreach to the high school has been interesting 
... just going out talking to the farmers interacting with the 
high school kids,” Austin Payne, a senior ISAT major, said.
CONTACT William Mason at mason3wj@dukes.jmu.edu. 
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GIVE IT A SHOT
Write an opinion piece and send it to breezeopinion@gmail.com.
The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions 
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and 
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes 
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the 
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail 
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current 
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place 




1598 S. Main Street
 Harrisonburg, VA 22801
breezeopinion@gmail.com
“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason 
and humanity over error and oppression.” 
— james madison, 1800
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An “I-saw-that” pat to the girl who 
was giving cat treats to the Quad cat on 
Wednesday.
From a senior who thinks everyone deserves 
a treat every now and then.
A “thanks-for-keeping-our-campus-
spotless” pat to the grounds crew who had 
the Quad spotless just seven hours after 
“College GameDay.”
From an alumna who appreciates 
everything you do.
A “you-could-have-waited-10-minutes” 
dart to the guy who shared a long religious 
poem during the Red Flag Campaign event 
and got his picture in The Breeze. 
From a girl who knows that that space was 
meant for abuse survivors and not for you.
A “give-me-a-break” dart to the columnist 
who was brave enough to make someone’s 
genuine question of disbelief into an 
indignation of all womankind. 
From a senior who knows better than to 
think of their personal annoyances as an 
endemic problem across all of society.
A “thank-you” pat to the student who 
stopped to ask if I was OK when she saw me 
sobbing in the hallway, then went and got me 
a tissue.
From an employee whose really bad day 
was made a bit brighter by your kindness.
A “try-a-little-harder-next-time” dart 
to The Breeze for publishing an article about 
the Red Flag Campaign Poetry Night that was 
riddled with mistakes, poor language and 
general bad journalism.
From a disappointed student who thinks 
you should know better.
A “that’s-the-dumbest-thing-I’ve-ever-
read” dart to the person in the last Darts & 
Pats who said they would never donate to the 
university because they don’t like parking 
services.
From a senior who thinks it’s stupid not to 
donate to JMU’s other great things because 
you don’t like walking a little extra.
A “give-credit-where-it’s-due” dart to 
The Breeze for not mentioning the graduate 
assistant in the poetry night article.
From a student who knows that Amelia 
Walton worked very hard on this campaign 
and would have liked to see her name. 
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
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BRIANA ELLISON | off topic
Say no to the (cultural) dress
People need to think about appropriation when choosing Halloween costumes
When we think of culture, we immediately think of 
norms and traditions that apply to us, whether through 
familial relations, friendships, clubs or the like. Rarely do 
we think of or appreciate cultures besides our own. This 
overall sense of anonymity that plagues cultures in the 
eyes of those outside of them fuels cultural appropriation. 
Cultural appropriation is “the taking over of creative 
or artistic forms, themes or practices by one cultural 
group from another.” I would also say it’s using elements 
of a different culture without regard for the history and 
importance of those elements within that culture. And although we live 
in a society where we’re invested in and connected with various cultures, 
appropriation is prevalent.  
The majority of cultural appropriation occurs during 
Halloween, when people think it’s acceptable to don offensive 
dress. Many put on blackface, or brownface, as part of their 
costumes. Others simply come up with costumes meant to 
insult and demean another ethnicity or culture.  
As an African-American, it sickens me that people believe 
their costume is incomplete without blackface. Doing so implies 
that the essence of a person lies solely in their blackness, and 
not the person’s actual actions and accomplishments.
You can still dress up as someone without appropriating that 
person’s ethnicity. Interpretation of your idea isn’t lost by an 
absence of a darker (or lighter) skin color.
Features of different Native American cultures are also 
appropriated during Halloween. This occurs after Halloween 
as well, and has been since the settlers arrived in the 17th 
century. The most common form of appropriation is adoption 
of the headdress worn by Native American chiefs and warriors. 
The headdress, while mainly worn to exhibit bravery and 
wisdom, is also a symbol of individualism. Each person’s headdress is 
different, and reflects unique design aesthetics. 
Additionally, think about a time in which you bought a shirt, scarf or 
undergarment described as having an “Aztec” or “Mayan” pattern. It 
may surprise you to learn, but this is also a form of cultural appropriation. 
Native cultures don’t maintain a specific pattern that’s easily replicated, and 
this assumption completely demeans the histories that different patterns 
represent.
It’s becoming more common to see aspects of South Asian culture that have 
become subject to mass distribution. One of the most common is the use of 
the bindi. The bindi, in Hindu and South Asian cultures, is a red dot typically 
worn on one’s forehead.  Culturally, its color changes to signify different life 
stages; however, the bindi has morphed into a fashion statement displayed 
by wearing colorful forehead beads, instead of appreciating its significance to 
those who practice Hinduism.  
A similar trend has happened to Buddhism. Almost anyone can get a shirt 
with the Buddha on it, without knowing anything about Buddhism or what the 
Buddha represents to its followers. Instead, wearing a Buddha or a bindi has 
become a fashion norm to show one is ‘worldly,’ when most who appropriate 
it have no knowledge of the cultures they’re imitating.
Many of you have probably seen the Hand of Fatima, which is an image 
representing an intricately drawn hand with an eye in the middle. The Hand 
of Fatima has prominent significance in both Arabic and Jewish cultures. In 
both, it represents magical protection from negative influences. The Hand 
of Fatima’s meaning is lost in translation as thousands of individuals simply 
wear it for fashion and to keep up with trends. 
Cultural appropriation got its start through mass media and the 
entertainment industry. Although it pains me to do so, I want 
to talk about Kylie Jenner. Honestly, I never maintained strong 
feelings about her. Still, I became extremely frustrated about a 
year ago when Jenner premiered her new lips.  
At first, I honestly wanted the media to leave her alone. Who 
cares about her lips?  Then the ‘Kylie Jenner Challenge’ began, 
in which her fans use the suction created when you suck the air 
out of a cup in order to have their lips appear ‘plump.’
As an African-American female who’s continuously 
been made fun of due to my “big” lips and seen this feature 
exaggerated in many ways, I was absolutely disgusted someone 
like Jenner could blatantly imitate such a feature and be touted 
as a fashion icon, while women with this natural feature are 
degraded.
Jenner isn’t the only popular individual who has recently 
adopted aspects of black culture, and likely won’t be the last. 
On some level, I’m glad that black culture is seeping into the 
mainstream. However, I think this can be done better.  
First off, it shouldn’t find popularity through cultural appropriation. 
Aspects of different cultures should be widely accepted and discussed to 
better produce understanding. Second, with appropriation, many people 
show no desire to learn the history of certain norms. History is important, as 
it’s indicative of the struggles members of that culture have experienced, and 
although horrendous, it’s those struggles that truly shaped who we are.
If you’re going to borrow aspects of another culture, please don’t do it 
so blindly. Educate yourself on that culture so you know its meaning and 
significance. Cultures exist not only to be experienced, but to be respected. 
And if we continue on this path of blatant appropriation, we run the risk of 
erasing that which makes us unique.
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REDEFINING STUDENT
LIVING AT JMU.
COME SEE WHAT WE
HAVE TO OFFER!
Outdoor Social Hall
Fire Pit and Grill Patio
Indoor Relaxation Lounge with free WiFi
24-hour Clubhouse with Billiards and 
Gaming Space








Study Lounge and Group Study Room with 
free WiFi and New iMac Computers
24-hour Starbucks® Cafe
24-hour Emergency Maintenance on-call
Located within walking distance
of JMU Campus
Three Convenient Bus Stops















KEVAN HULLIGAN | the war room
We deserve to be heard
Ben Carson has been an 
interesting figure for quite 
some time; he’s right behind 
Donald Trump in the GOP 
polls, but he’s nowhere 
as bombastic and angry 
as the multi-billionaire. 
Don’t let that fool you into 
thinking he’s not as bizarre a 
candidate as Trump though, 
because in terms of being a crazy candidate, he 
pretty much has it all.
He once said that Islam is incompatible 
with the Constitution, thus making a Muslim 
unsuitable for the presidency, made comments 
about the Oregon shooting that seemingly 
blamed the victims for letting the shooter kill 
them and had the gall to call the Affordable Care 
Act the worst thing to happen to America since 
the slave trade.
Recently, he added a new notch to his belt of 
vocal blunders when he stated in an interview 
that if we all had the misfortune of having 
him elected as our Commander in Chief, he 
would police colleges to prevent students 
from experiencing “extreme political bias.” For 
someone who’s supposedly so dedicated to the 
Constitution and the First Amendment, he’s 
perfectly willing to persecute people and deprive 
them of their rights when they hold political 
beliefs contrary to his own.
This, of course, calls back to the old, 
conservative narrative that college campuses 
are veritable Marxist robot factories making the 
socialist zombies of the future. I, for one, am 
absolutely done with this stereotype, and I don’t 
need vicious ideologues like Carson to tell me 
what I can and can’t hear on a college campus. 
Just look at our campus; we’re situated in the 
most conservative part of the state and we have 
an active chapter of College Republicans here. 
I’ve had more substantive political debate with 
members of this college than I’ve had anywhere 
else in the world.
That is the power of the college campus. It 
allows you to be open to new ideas and ways 
of looking at the world that you may not have 
previously considered. It’s a place, no matter 
your political beliefs, where your comfortable 
ideas of the world and how it should be run are 
put through the gauntlet and checked to see if 
they still hold water. It may feel strange or even 
uncomfortable at first, but it’s one of the most 
rewarding experiences of your life in the long run.
However, for people like Carson, politics isn’t 
about competing ideas about how the world 
should be run. It’s a battle between the forces 
of good and evil, in which only one is able to 
survive, while the other must be defeated for the 
country to be saved. Having someone’s ideology 
challenged or in any way tested is absolutely 
out of the question for people like him. It’s this 
kind of intolerance toward other viewpoints 
that prevents people from having an honest 
discussion about the issues facing our country 
today.
Now, don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying every 
single class should be open for debates. I would 
rather my geometry teacher stick to geometry 
instead of the benefits and drawbacks of a single-
payer health care system. Yet, at the same time, 
we don’t need to be policing what people talk 
about and discuss on college campuses. The kids 
are all right, Carson. Maybe it’s you who isn’t.
Kevan Hulligan is a senior political science 
major. Contact Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.
edu.
Ben Carson’s plan to police college speech is moronic
What major international agreement did the U.S. announce this past Sunday? What regulation was 
the Environmental Protection Agency just forced to revise? Did you know the momentous news NASA 
released recently? Who’s currently leading the GOP polls? Can you name one of the Kardashian sisters?
It’s fairly obvious that one of those questions clearly doesn’t belong with the others. Unfortunately, 
that same question may likely be answered the quickest if we were to poll the average American on the 
street today. Why is the name of a family of egotistical reality TV “stars” more prevalent in the minds 
of Americans than the current events that have a direct effect on them? We could come up with a list 
of reasons to rationalize or excuse this, but it shows a fairly basic underlying issue.
The reality is that, as a society, we’re generally uninformed about the world around us. We’re this 
way, unfortunately, because we choose to be. You can blame media bias and censorship all you like, 
but the problem lies in the demand, not the supply. 
We don’t actively search for academic, intelligent, stimulating information and data throughout 
our day, so why should any news channel try to sell such a product? We want sex, guns and rock ‘n’ 
roll, and we want it to come easy. We want it streaming and we want it to play automatically in 15 
seconds (yes, I am in fact still watching, thank you very much, Netflix). We want it on our phones, 
on our laptops and we want it spoon fed to us now. Many of us, especially the younger generations, 
would rather watch three and a half hours of “The Walking Dead” than spend 20 minutes catching 
up on the crisis in Syria. 
Don’t agree with me? Let’s look at the numbers.
According to various surveys of the American population, 30 percent of Americans didn’t know 
what the Affordable Care Act was, 29 percent of the country couldn’t name the vice president of the 
United States, 55 percent didn’t know what GOP stood for, 49 percent of Americans between the ages 
of 18 and 24 couldn’t identify New York on a map and a horrifying 20 percent of the country believed 
that the sun revolved around the Earth. 
Thomas Jefferson once said, “Whenever the people are well informed, they can be trusted with their 
own government … whenever things get so far wrong as to attract their notice, they may be relied on 
to set them to rights.”
I can’t imagine Mr. Jefferson would consider these statistics “well informed.” 
We have to acknowledge our issue and begin to work toward a solution. This article isn’t meant to 
be accusatory or belittling, because that would just be hypocritical. It is, however, a reminder of our 
flaws and a call to action to remedy them. 
It’s never too late to start becoming informed. Pick a certain issue you find interesting and follow 
it closely for a few weeks. Download a news application and read it for 20 minutes every time you go 
to check a social media account. Sign up for an email news outlet and glance it over every morning 
before class. 
It may seem trivial, but a little knowledge goes a long way in a world that’s quickly globalizing. 
Knowledge will prove to be one of the most powerful weapons that a citizen can wield. It’s time for 
us to take the initiative and educate ourselves so that we don’t stand by idly as the threatening issues 
of today become fierce realities of tomorrow.
Spencer Munson is a junior management major. Contact Spencer at munsonsc@dukes.jmu.
edu.
SPENCER MUNSON |  contributing columnist
Society is too content with being uninformed
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RACHEL PETTY |  Petty for your thoughts
WHAT’S WITH THE FUSS?
Halloween costumes should be fun holiday traditions, not controversial issues
As Halloween approaches, costume ideas 
are all over the Internet like a cat on a mouse. 
Some costumes are being seen as more 
controversial than others, and people seem 
to be getting upset pretty 
easily.
One of the most recent 
controversial costumes I’ve 
seen is Cecil the lion. As 
most of you probably know, 
Cecil was shot and killed by a dentist earlier this 
year. Does that mean dressing in a lion costume 
for Halloween is no longer acceptable?
Of course it’s a sad story, but this isn’t the 
first time an animal has been shot and killed. If 
the costume is poking fun at the situation (like 
dressing up as the dentist), then I understand 
why it’s offensive. But a regular lion costume 
can either be seen as just a lion costume or as a 
tribute to Cecil.
Some companies selling lion costumes are 
even donating some of the proceeds to benefit 
wildlife conservation. Actress Ashley Benson recently got a ton of 
backlash for posting a picture of herself in a lion costume, which 
seems out of hand to me. People dress as deceased celebrities for 
Halloween, so what’s wrong with dressing as a deceased animal?
Another big controversial costume is dressing as Caitlyn Jenner. 
If people are dressing as Jenner to make fun of her or transgender 
people in general, of course it’s unacceptable. But I think tastefully 
dressing up as Jenner is no worse than dressing up as any other 
celebrity.
If it’s fine for people to dress up as one of the 
Kardashians, why is it different for people to dress 
up as Jenner? She’s a celebrity too, and people 
dress up as celebrities all the time. As long as it’s 
in a respectful manner, I don’t see a problem.
If we were to talk about all the controversial 
costumes people wear, we’d be here all day. Native 
Americans, cowboys, hippies, celebrities — the 
list goes on.
Should no one dress up as something even the 
slightest bit controversial? Halloween is meant 
to be a fun holiday, and turning costumes into 
controversial issues seems to defeat the purpose.
If people are dressing up to have fun and aren’t 
making fun of someone or something, why are 
they facing so much criticism for it? Halloween 
costumes are simply a tradition, and people 
shouldn’t have to face heat for that.
Rachel Petty is a junior media arts and design major. 
Contact Rachel at pettyrb@dukes.jmu.edu.
If people are 
dressing up to 
have fun and 
aren’t making 
fun of someone 
or something, 
why are they 
facing so much 
criticism for it?
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Coming to Foxhills Townhomes for 2016-17 Leases
 1. Water Included
 2. Electric with cap included
 3. Gym membership included
 4. Basic internet included
 5. Basic cable included
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Leaf some room for greens
New Student Success Center restaurant Get Your Green On offers quinoa and vegan protein options to students
PHOTOS BY CHELSEA GLOWACKI / THE BREEZE
TOP A Get Your Green On employee makes a quinoa bowl for a student. The restaurant offers many greens to go with 
the bowls, including kale, arugula and spinach. BOTTOM LEFT The toppings for the restaurant’s salads, wraps and 
bowls include tofu, corn and other vegetables. BOTTOM RIGHT A customized bowl is one of the more popular options.
ALEXIS MILLER / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER
John Foster, a renowned artist and collector, opened an exhibit at Duke Hall Gallery of Fine Art on Oct. 19. The exhibit will be on display until Dec. 4, featuring found photography and historical objects.
By TERESA CUMMINGS
contributing writer
A homemade backpack, an old box-spring bed 
and a wall of wooden pink piggies all found a home 
in Duke Hall Gallery of Fine Art. The reason: John 
Foster and his exhibit “Accidental Mysteries.” 
The exhibit opened on Oct. 19 as the art stu-
dents of JMU invited renowned artist and collector 
John Foster to put his creative mind on showcase. 
With a collection of mismatched objects from as 
far back as the 1950s, Duke Hall’s art gallery was 
transformed into an odyssey of the mind.  
Duke Hall hosts five or six exhibits on campus 
every year. Gallery Director Gary Freeburg said 
the thought behind bringing Foster to JMU was 
to highlight the folk tradition and unmatchable 
beauty of his work.
“His collection, it’s hard to describe,” Free-
burg said. “John goes and collects any work from 
auction houses to antique stores to any general 
antique that catches his attention.” 
Foster’s exhibit is of different objects that seem-
ingly have no relation to the other. Each was an 
everyday object, but inside of them, Foster saw an 
unearthed beauty and sought to expose it. 
With a plain, wooden board bound tightly 
together with black twine, a makeshift backpack 
carries a series of unknown tools. This piece, a 
handcrafted backpack from an unknown time, par-
ticularly holds the attention of its admirers. Foster 
leaves the backpack as it is, untouched, in order to 
preserve its unique air of mystery. 
“Leave just as it is; I like it just how it is,” John Foster 
said while describing his discovery of one particu-
lar piece.  
Many of the other items in the collection are left 
in the same state. Foster said that he does not know 
where the backpack came from nor its creator, only 
that it holds an untold story. 
“My eyes are always examining,” Foster said. “I just 
see shape and color, and it’s all coming in and pro-
cessing in my head.” 
To Foster, the homemade backpack, held together 
by mere string and filled with unknown necessities, 
became more than a simple mystery. Foster made it 
a symbol for the very American attitude of “make do.”
“I found his collection and snapshots interesting,” 
Liana Quinas, a freshman theatre major, said. 
The seemingly unrelated items Foster displays give 
a new perspective to art.
“It is borderline between genius and insanity that 
I study,” Foster said. “What comes out of it can be 
amazing; I am an aestheticist.” 
John Foster’s exhibit is free to all JMU students and 
to the surrounding community. It will be hosted in 
Duke Hall Gallery of Fine Art until Dec. 4.
“The world is form and not just function and 
money,” Freeburg said. “We are attracted to things 
that are more human.” 
CONTACT Teresa Cummings at 
cumminte@dukes.jmu.edu.
“My eyes are always examining. 
I just see shape and color, 
and it’s all coming in and 
processing in my head.”
John Foster
renowned artist and collector
By ALISON GIPS
contributing writer
The familiar, mouth-watering aroma of 
Bistro 1908 pizza is always tempting. To 
indulge or not to indulge; that’s the ques-
tion. If only one could indulge while staying 
guilt-free. With Get Your Green On, this 
dream becomes a reality.
Can you say quinoa? Get Your Green On, 
conveniently 
located in the 
Grace Street 





fresh sandwiches, wraps, quinoa bowls 
and salads. 
While non-vegan protein options are 
available, the vegan chicken, vegan beef and 
tofu make it the ideal location for those who 
don’t eat meat.
This healthy hub also offers a create-your-
own dining option that has students raving. 
Fifteen minutes prior to opening, stu-
dents flock to the Grace Street Market on 
the second floor of the Student Success Cen-
ter. By the time the clock strikes 11 a.m., 
the line for this vegan-inspired eatery has 
more than doubled in size.
I had heard other students speak highly 
of the food offered and I decided to try it 
for myself and see what it was all about. 
Boy, am I glad I did.
For my first green experience I went 
for a slightly modified version of the “Tex 
Mex” bowl. It typically comes with qui-
noa, roasted chicken, corn, black beans, 
tomatoes and chipotle lime vinaigrette. I 
opted to get it without the tomatoes and 
add arugula and guacamole instead.
The bowl was bursting with flavors, 
reminiscent of a bowl you might get at 
Chipotle. It definitely fit the description 
of a healthy, guilt-free indulgence. The 
chipotle lime vinaigrette is what made 
it for me. The sweet and tangy dressing 
added just the right touch of flavor. Each 
bite I took affirmed my new favorite meal 
on campus.
Quinoa bowls are a hot commodity on 
the menu and it’s not hard to see why. The 
nutritious grain is rich in protein, fiber 
and antioxidants.
Aside from quinoa bowls, the salads are 
another popular option. With a wide vari-
ety of toppings and lettuce ranging from 
kale, spinach, iceberg and arugula, the 
possible combinations are endless. You 
can even get creative and mix your greens. 
Another great option is to create your 
own sandwich or wrap made with rolls 
that are baked fresh daily. Start by choos-
ing a base to start your sandwich. Then, 
choose from the seasonal toppings, pick 
your protein and then add dressing if you 
so desire. 
For my second visit, I planned to get the 
same “Tex Mex” bowl that I had enjoyed 
so much the first time, but I overheard the 
girl in front of me order a sandwich, which 
made me realize something: I was really 
in the mood for a sandwich. 
The roasted chicken was a necessity for 
me, but I also added iceberg lettuce and 
decided to make the bold move and add 
quinoa to it just because I could. I topped 
it off with the same chipotle lime vinai-
grette as last time and once again, it made 
the sandwich.
The addition of quinoa to a sandwich 
was new to me, but I was happy that I 
stepped out of my food comfort zone; 
something I rarely tend to do. The warm, 
soft roll was perfectly complemented by 
the crunch of the quinoa. 
Hours of operation are Monday-Thurs-
day 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Friday 11 a.m. to 
3 p.m. Have you gotten your green on yet? 
Alison Gips is a sophomore 
communication studies and media 








New exhibit in Duke Hall features mismatched objects from as far back as the 1950s
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By MADDELYNNE PARKER
contributing writer
The sun shone brilliantly, highlighting 
the tops of various statues and buildings all 
across JMU. A student in a purple shirt took 
you from East Campus to main campus and 
gave out tips and tales along the way. As you 
walk you would see more and more people, 
all in purple P.A.W.S. shirts, directing every-
one to their destinations with huge smiles 
spread across their faces.
Proudly Assisting & Welcoming Students 
(P.A.W.S.) is a group of students who work 
with the Office of Admissions to help pro-
spective JMU students and their families. 
They are the major players when it comes to 
planning and working  the welcoming events 
that JMU has throughout the year, such as 
CHOICES, open houses and large visitation 
days. 
Amanda Bennett, a senior psychology 
major, and Felicia Knise, a senior studio art 
major, are this year’s P.A.W.S. Advisory Coun-
cil co-coordinators.
“We’re kind of like the behind the scenes 
to Student Ambassadors,” Knise said. “We’re 
more like one-on-one connections with the 
families.”
They’re not the people seen leading packs 
of visitors across campus. P.A.W.S. members 
are the people who stand at stations through-
out the day assisting people, working with 
families to answer any questions they may 
have and creating JMU’s welcoming atmo-
sphere. All members are student volunteers 
who are trained to create that connection 
between JMU and its visitors. The members 
are especially important at CHOICES.
“CHOICES was the place where I decided 
that I wanted to come to JMU,” Deanna Fer-
rone, a senior kinesiology major and general 
body member of P.A.W.S., said. “I wanted to 
be a part of that, and help other students 
have that be their deciding point.”
Becoming a member of P.A.W.S. can create 
a bond between the university and its future 
because of the role members have in helping 
future Dukes decide if JMU is right for them. 
“It’s not a big group of us,” Bennett said. 
“A lot of the time it’s one of our volunteers 
working with one family.”
As co-coordinators, Bennett and Knise are 
able to work with the members of the group 
and their advisers to mold P.A.W.S. in a way 
that will show JMU to future students and 
create the welcoming atmosphere the Office 
of Admissions works so hard to maintain.
“We’re really trying to constantly figure out 
what’s going to work for us and we have the 
ability to kind of change things that aren’t 
working,” Bennett said. “With the increasing 
number of visitors we’re getting, we have to 
keep showing them what is JMU.”
The Office of Admissions trains members 
of P.A.W.S. to know the physical aspects of 
the university, but also the little details that 
can be easily missed. 
“They want us to be informative to the 
people,” Knise said.
By knowing the ins and outs of JMU, even 
the campus rumors, P.A.W.S. members are 
able to bring knowledge not only to future 
students, but also to JMU’s student body. 
Knise spoke of the lazy river rumor that 
created a hype on campus. She said that Uni-
versity Recreation itself spoke to P.A.W.S. to 
deny the rumor and asked members to help 
clear any misinformation on campus.
Along with rumor debunking, some mem-
bers have also been able to give tours across 
campus that are not just related to academ-
ics. Ferrone proudly described her chance to 
give a tour of Bridgeforth Stadium.
“Admissions uses us whenever they need 
an extra set of hands,” Ferrone said. “I got to 
tour the top Bridgeforth stadium press box 
with P.A.W.S.”
Becoming a member of P.A.W.S. can cre-
ate opportunities for students who may feel 
like they want to get closer to JMU and its 
students.
“Our visitor’s experience doesn’t end 
just because the tour is over,” Bennett said. 
“They’re still experiencing it around cam-
pus. “Our volunteers are there to kind of 
show them that yes people really will hold 
the door open for you.”
Applications to volunteer with P.A.W.S. 
can be found on its website and are due in 
both the early spring and fall semesters.
“We are an organization where we want 
our members to be welcoming, but the 
whole idea of spreading the JMU communi-
ty has to be with our whole JMU population 
all the time,” Bennett said. “When you see 
visitors around campus saying hi and doing 
the whole JMU Dukes thing, we have to do 
that as a university. We have to be united.”
CONTACT Maddelynne Parker 
at parkermn@dukes.jmu.edu.
Welcome wagon
Proudly Assisting & Welcoming Students works to make JMU feel like home
Seniors Felicia Knise (left), Amanda Bennett and Deanna Ferrone of P.A.W.S. hold up a welcome banner. 
Abbey Blouch / contributing photographer
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The runway’s end is in sight for the iconic modeling show, “America’s Next Top Model.”
Tyra Banks, creator, host and judge of the show, tweeted about its ending on Oct. 14. 
“TYRA MAIL!” the former Victoria’s Secret and international supermodel wrote in her 
tweet, referring to the way that contestants on the show receive 
information. “Thinking #ANTM22 should be our last cycle. I 
truly believe it’s time. May your pics be forever fierce. Keep 
on Smizing!” 
The show first aired in 2003 and will draw the curtain 
after 22 “cycles,” or seasons. Fashion celebrities far and wide 
have taken their turns as judges, from model Twiggy to famed 
fashion photographer Nigel Barker. ANTM has become a global 
phenomenon both on and off screen, with the contes-
tants often traveling the world for various fashion 
shows and competitions. 
It’s not enough to be a fan of ANTM; you 
have to be a die-hard fan. And let me tell 
you, these die-hards are not too happy 
to see Banks and her crew go.
“I’ve watched the show since cycle 
14, but I’ve seen all of the cycles before 
that too since they rerun on Oxygen all 
the time,” Amanda Dodge, a junior history 
major, said. “I love the show because I like to 
see the crazy photo shoots they do. I really loved 
when they started having male models compete, too, 
because it made it more of a diverse competition.”
Banks’ show was unique for reality TV. At the time, it 
was the first that was based in the fashion world. While 
it was able to showcase various angles of the fashion 
industry, including the intimidating and brutal ones, 
it also became a way for Banks to send a message of 
self-love and inspiration to the masses.
“I never thought my little idea would have people 
everywhere thinking differently about how they take 
photos,” Banks wrote on Instagram. “I set out to create a 
show where Perfect is Boring. And I hope you’ve learned 
a heck of a lot from watching. I have an inkling you have. 
May your photos (and selfies) be forever fierce. May you 
always find your light. And may you werk hallways like 
runways. Always remember, you are beautiful & BOOTYful.”
Banks has had many successful endeavors, from ANTM 
and her talk show, “The Tyra Banks Show,” to her new panel 
show “FABLife” with Chrissy Teigen. As this fashionable chap-
ter ends for her, another one beings: she has a beauty startup in 
the works, aptly named Tyra Beauty. 
“America’s Next Top Model” will start its final strut down the 
runway on Dec 4. A huge chunk of reality TV will soon be miss-
ing from our lives, so let’s hope that we can count on Oxygen to 
forever play its reruns.
Yasmine Maggio is a junior writing, rhetoric and technical 
communication major. Contact Yasmine at maggioym@
dukes.jmu.edu.
Love me Tinder
Engaged JMU couple met on popular dating app
COURTESY OF FRANNIE NEJAKO
Andy Dove, a senior intelligence analysis major, and Frannie Nejako, a 2015 graduate, met on Tinder in June 2014. They became engaged while on a trip to Chincoteague Island.
By RACHEL MENDELSOHN
contributing writer
A pale orange was slowly spreading across the sky at Chincote-
ague Island in Virginia, and Andy Dove had been nervous since he 
woke up at 5:30 a.m. He’d been planning this morning since June 
and it was August. He picked the exact morning, the right setting 
and a perfect ring. 
He was ready to propose to the love of his life, Frannie Nejako. 
Their love story had taken gradual steps toward this moment over 
the course of a year. Although Nejako graduated in 2015 and Dove is 
a senior intelligence analysis major, they didn’t meet in person until 
after she graduated. Their relationship consisted of dinner dates, 
holding hands, wandering and exploring. On their first date, Dove 
opened the car door for Nejako and held an umbrella over her head 
as she got inside. He bought her roses, her favorite. 
This relationship perhaps reads like a traditional, everyday 
romance. Boy meets girl, they date, fall in love, get married and 
live happily ever after. 
But this boy and girl met in a nontraditional way: Tinder.
Tinder, a dating application where matches are made based on 
physical attraction and proximity, made its debut in 2012. Users cre-
ate a profile that includes a short bio and pictures. When viewing 
the profiles of potential matches, users will swipe left if they aren’t 
interested, and right if they are. 
According to Business Insider magazine, Tinder reports more 
than a billion swipes each day. If both users swipe right on each 
other’s profile, it’s a match. From there, users have the option to 
direct message their match. 
This is exactly what Dove and Nejako did after they matched on 
June 1, 2014. They exchanged messages on Tinder every day until 
Dove gave Nejako his cellphone number. From there, the couple 
started texting constantly. They Skyped when they could, but didn’t 
meet in person until Dove headed to Fairfax to visit his brother. 
“We called it a meet-up,” Nejako said. “He asked me on an offi-
cial date at the end of it.” 
But how many Tinder matches actually meet up in person? 
According to a survey question on Reddit.com, users on average 
say they physically meet up with 10 percent of their matches. That 
means only about 1.2 million of Tinder’s 12 million matches have 
led to actual dates. 
For this reason, some argue that Tinder is promoting hookup 
culture where casual sexual encounters are encouraged and con-
sidered the norm. 
The hookup atmosphere is one that surrounds today’s college 
campuses, many of which are active on Tinder. Some admit that 
they swipe based on physical appearance and use Tinder to feel 
good about themselves when they get an attractive match. 
Carly Delaney, a senior health sciences major, said that before 
she downloaded Tinder, she thought of it only as a hookup app that 
people were addicted to. 
“All of my friends were using it as a confidence booster,” Del-
aney said. 
Delaney was quickly drawn into Tinder’s addictiveness herself. 
After two months of swiping, she matched with Jacob Allen, a Vir-
ginia Military Institute cadet. They met in person in March 2015, 
which was the first time Delaney had taken a Tinder match past the 
chat room. Now, they’ve been dating for six months. 
Even Nejako knew what people said about Tinder. She thinks 
that successful relationships come from using Tinder as a meet-
ing platform, and following interesting matches with dating and 
spending time together. Nejako and Dove used their time together 
to help their relationship grow. 
“We’ve always made date-night time, which has always been 
important for us,” Nejako said.
For their one-year anniversary, Nejako and Dove wanted to go 
to Europe. The two spent a day walking through Scotland, Ireland, 
England, France, Germany and Italy, exploring the countries of 
Europe at Busch Gardens in Williamsburg. They held hands and 
celebrated their year together, laughing at their ironic tour of Europe 
on a budget. Dove said that while the theme park was fun, it wasn’t 
the best part of his day.
“My favorite part of the trip … was just spending time with Fran-
nie,” he said. “Having that time to be with each other, just being 
together, was absolutely wonderful.”
Some may never connect Tinder with the proposal on the beach 
at Chincoteague Island.  But Dove and Nejako learned so much 
about each other since the first message was sent on Tinder, and 
have come so far from a simple swipe to the right.
“I only swiped right because he had a JMU sweatshirt and a pic-
ture of him coming out of a box,” Nejako said. 
She laughed, recalling that Dove had only joined Tinder because 
he lost a bet with his friend.
The sun was hitting Dove’s face as it rose over the ocean, and 
Nejako took a snapshot in her mind. A photographer had captured 
the whole thing from up the beach. 
“He said my full name and some wonderful things … I started 
crying,” Nejako said about Dove’s proposal.
For the proposal, both were wearing Harry Potter attire; Neja-
ko, because that’s what she’d put on, and Dove, on purpose, so 
they’d match. They joke that they’ll have to include Harry Potter 
in their wedding too. Perhaps they’ll include Tinder, a testament 
to their match.
CONTACT Rachel Mendelsohn 
at  mendelre@dukes.jmu.edu. 
AUTHOR | Schoen encouraged 
writing partner to publish her work
from front
Schoen gives credit to Henderson for being the 
one to encourage her to take her writing further.
“My partner put [my stories] up on a writing 
website called Wattpad, and I spent two or three 
years writing on the website for whoever was 
interested in reading the stories,” Schoen said. “I 
actually never really considered publishing until I 
had one book that got really popular on it.”
Schoen and Henderson spent the next year 
researching different publishers.
“Since I’m 20, I obviously don’t have an agent, 
so I have to look for the [publishers] that will 
accept unagented manuscripts,” Schoen said. “My 
friend and I would go to bookstores and look in 
the back of books to find and research publishers.”
Finally, during the fall of her sophomore year 
of college, she received the news that Limitless 
Publishing wanted to work with her.
“You go through a lot of ‘no’s’, but then you 
finally get a ‘yes’ and then it all just kind of sky-
rockets from there,” Schoen said.
Schoen’s mother, Mary Schoen, believes her 
daughter’s success was due in part to her serious 
dedication.
“Her stubbornness and willingness to pursue 
whatever it took to make it happen contributed 
to her success,” Mary Schoen said.
Her mother also believes the support Schoen 
received also pushed her to continue writing.
“The support she received from others defi-
nitely helped her to continue on to become a 
successful published writer,” she said.
One of Schoen’s motivations is to inspire 
others.
“I still write on Wattpad and I still have a lot of 
people tell me, ‘You’ve inspired me to write this.’ 
And that’s really why I keep going,” Schoen said. 
“It’s amazing because a lot of people will go their 
whole lives without even thinking they can do it, 
but I want to be the person who says, ‘Hey you 
can actually do it.’” 
According to Henderson, Schoen encouraged 
her to follow her own dreams.
“If it weren’t for Sara, I wouldn’t have sent my 
works out when I did,” Henderson said. “Sara was 
courageous and gave me that push I needed. It 
was a mutual goal of ours and we helped each 
other along the way.”
This April, Schoen will be displaying her work 
at the Richmond’s Readers Rehab in Richmond, 
Virginia. She’ll get the opportunity to meet her 
fans and sign books. Schoen also plans to host an 
event at her local Barnes and Noble.
“Our characters are based off of portions of 
ourselves,” Schoen said. “We’ll go dressed as our 
characters, take pictures with people and just 
have fun.”
She is looking forward to publishing four more 
books through Limitless Publishing this coming 
year.
“I definitely believe in chasing your dreams 
and encouraging others to do so too,” Schoen said.
CONTACT Caroline Jansen at  
jansencr@dukes.jmu.edu.
Sara Schoen, a junior biology major, will sign books for fans at a convention this April in Richmond, Virginia.
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‘America’s Next Top Model’ announces final season
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Relive the expeRience
Check out our “College Gameday” photo story on page B6,
as well as the full gallery online at breezejmu.org.
By BEnnEtt Conlin
The Breeze
While millions of JMU and college football fans alike viewed 
“College Gameday” during its stop in Harrisonburg this past 
weekend, 26,069 JMU fans had a separate spectacle catch their 
eyes.
Just moments before kickoff ahead Saturday’s defeat at the 
hands of the University of Richmond, a small airplane flew over 
Bridgeforth Stadium carrying a banner that read “JMU FANS 
READY FOR NEXT LEVEL: JMU2FBS.com.” 
The $1,400 banner was paid for by a group of JMU students and 
alumni who believe the JMU football team should be competing 
at the Football Bowl Subdivision level rather than Football Cham-
pionship Subdivision, in which it currently competes. The group 
members all met on an online message board and, after getting 
the feeling that people were upset with JMU’s current conference 
affiliation, they formed their group.
“We all are, to an extent, frustrated with the progress, or lack 
thereof, of getting JMU moved to FBS level football,” Richard 
Dean, a part-time student and member of the JMU2FBS group, 
said. 
With teams like Appalachian State University and Old Domin-
ion University making the move to FBS football in recent years, 
the group members want JMU to keep up with its “peers” rather 
than falling behind into the relative obscurity of FCS football. 
“Elon, Towson, Rhode Island are not our peers,” Dean said. “We 
have outgrown the CAA and its member schools.” 
In order to gain support, members of the group have relied 
on spreading the word over social media and has handed out 
information at Godwin field prior to home football games. These 
measures, however, aren’t necessarily large draws for new sup-
porters, which led to the banner being flown above Bridgeforth 
for Homecoming. 
The banner, along with the coverage from “GameDay,” is some-
thing the group hopes will raise awareness about the JMU2FBS 
cause. 
“We planned on the banner prior to the ‘GameDay’ announce-
ment, but now that we’re getting that additional coverage the 
response is going to be exponential,” Bill Shaffery, a 1992 JMU 
alumnus and member of JMU2FBS, said. “We couldn’t have 
lucked out better. This is helping us gauge just how much inter-
est there is among JMU Nation for FBS football and the response 
we’ve gotten so far has been amazing.”
The banner seems to be reaching some students who may not 
even have extensive knowledge of college football.
John Nguyen, a biology pre-med major, said he didn’t have any 
knowledge of the JMU2FBS movement, but was intrigued by the 
banner that flew over Bridgeforth and would consider checking 
out the JMU2FBS.com page.
“It’d be interesting to see if JMU would be capable of going to 
another level,” Nguyen said. 
Nguyen also said he became more interested since the message 
was delivered via an airplane banner.
“A plane is a more unique way of sharing a message, rather 
than something like a flier, which would be easily disregarded,” 
Nguyen said. 
With new people like Nguyen becoming interested in JMU2FBS.
com, the group hopes to take advantage of its new website visitors 
and increase its pledge donation totals. 
So far its website has garnered a large amount of pledges for dona-
tions contingent on JMU making the leap to FBS football. As of Oct. 
21 JMU2FBS.com had received $410,000 of pledge donations. The 
group hopes to get this number over $550,000 sometime fairly soon.
ContaCt Bennett Conlin at conlinbf@dukes.jmu.edu. 
More than the show
JMU media students had a variety of learning opportunities while eSpn was on campus
Sign of the times?
JMU fan group arranged a banner to fly over Bridgeforth Stadium before Saturday’s Homecoming game
KelSey haRding / the BReeze
By WaynE Epps Jr.
The Breeze
Hidden in the excitement behind a national TV broadcast and a marquee foot-
ball matchup last week were rare opportunities for JMU media students to learn 
directly from ESPN employees. While in Harrisonburg for “College GameDay,” 
certain members of the production crew made time to meet with some of those 
who perhaps aim to be in their shoes one day. 
Thursday, “GameDay” producer Lee Fitting, a 1996 JMU alumnus, spoke to 
a group of students from the sport communication minor. That same day, 1980 
JMU alumnus Andy Hall, who’s part of ESPN’s public relations and communica-
tions team, spoke to students from JMU’s chapter of the Public Relations Student 
Society of America. 
Then Friday, select groups of students — including those who volunteer with 
JMU’s athletics communications department, students in School of Media Arts 
and Design video journalism classes and members of the Sport and Leisure Asso-
ciation of Madison — received tours of the “GameDay” set. 
In his talk, Fitting touched on a number of topics, including his path to ESPN 
and his journey to his current position. For someone who received much praise 
for helping to bring “GameDay” to JMU, it meant a lot to him to speak to some 
aspiring sports media professionals. 
“That’ll be the best part of the weekend for me, is what I did [Thursday] with 
the class,” Fitting said. “Just to give back from my experiences and just try to give 
back for an hour and a half [Thursday] was awesome. I enjoyed doing that, I love 
doing that. The classes were great. I wish I could do more of it ... But we’re here 
for 48 hours, I wish I could be here for a week and talk to every class and try to 
shed some light on things.” 
Hall said it was an honor to talk to the, by his estimate, approximately 100 JMU 
PRSSA students who came to hear from him. 
“It gave me a good impression of the future being very bright as far as the PR 
profession that I’ve worked in for so long,” Hall said. “And a lot of the people 
that I spoke to are getting into the job market now, and I know that that process 
is difficult, but it’s a part of life. And so some of them were asking me different 
things, how do you make yourself more presentable or more accessible — more 
desirable, I guess.” 
Kevin Warner, JMU’s interim director of athletics communications, helped 
to organize some of the educational opportunities. He’s also a professor in the 
sport communication minor and the adviser for JMU’s chapter of Association for 
Women in Sports Media.  
“I think it’s big, I mean all of these students want to do something related to 
what the show’s all about,” Warner said. “And for the show to give them the atten-
tion, I think it’s good for the students to see that people care about them and that 
they’re setting the future of the industry.” 
For AWSM, Warner arranged a roughly 30-minute backstage meet-and-greet 
with Sam Ponder, who is a contributor to “GameDay” and a host for “College 
Football Live.” 
“She talked about how to balance her family life with her daughter and her work 
and the struggles that come along with that, but how it’s really rewarding to go 
out and see campuses and see colleges,” Catherine Policastro, senior media arts 
and design major and AWSM president, said. “And it’s always nice to hear about 
how the female feels in such a strong male-dominated industry.” 
Policastro, who’s also a JMU athletics communications assistant, was one of 
four students who also helped out on ESPN’s set Friday and Saturday. She worked 
Saturday and arrived at 6 a.m. to wait outside of Wilson Hall for the “GameDay” 
hosts to arrive from their hotels. Then she took them up to the hair and makeup 
room inside. Later, she got the hosts’ vehicles ready for them to head back to the 
airport and finished up around 3 p.m. 
“A lot of little details, but it was still really cool to just be backstage,” Policastro 
said. “I didn’t get to see any of the show, but I heard the crowd and it seemed 
really awesome, I know it was high energy. And there was a lot of people back-
stage, alums and stuff I got to talk to.”
Policastro said she met just about everyone involved with the show, even 
country music singer Dierks Bentley, who was “GameDay’s” guest picker. And 
as graduation approaches for her, the experience was that much more important. 
“Never imagined that ‘GameDay’ would be coming here and to have it hap-
pen my senior year when I’m trying to build networks and build relationships so 
I can set myself up for a job or something post-grad, the timing was really per-
fect,” Policastro said. 
Hall said that ESPN tries to give back as much as it can. For instance, when its 
“SportsCenter on the Road” program hits campuses for early-morning broadcasts 
before “GameDay,” anchors and producers of the show speak with interested 
students the day before. 
“ESPN is very interested in the future,” Hall said. 
A 2002 JMU graduate himself, Warner believes that the opportunities students 
received could help them keep their eyes on the prize as they move forward in 
their careers.
“When you can bring that future to them and they can interact and see like, 
‘Yeah, I’m doing this work now I’m focused on this. But, the person doing what 
I want to do is right here and, I can interact [with] them and hear from them,’” 
Warner said. “It makes more real, what they’re doing, and hopefully helps them to 
stay focused on their goals when they can hear from someone in their industry.” 
ContaCt Wayne Epps Jr. at breezeeditor@gmail.com.
Lee Fitting, a producer of “GameDay” and a JMU alumnus (‘96), greets people during 
Thursday’s welcome party. Fitting spoke to sport communication students that day. 
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FANS | Lee Corso dressed up as James Madison to make his pick
from front
for over 24 hours, trying to get their places in the pit for a glimpse of their favorite commen-
tators or for a few moments of TV time. A live broadcast of “College Football Live” hosted by 
Samantha Ponder and David Pollack aired at 2 p.m. Friday from the Quad.
According to the “College GameDay” Twitter account, the crowd for Friday’s show of “Col-
lege Football Live” was, “The best Friday crowd for CFB Live that we’ve ever seen.”
The first 500 who were in line got to be in the pit, an exclusive area of the set that had 
prominent camera time. 
Armed with cookies, chips and energy drinks, students both inside and outside of this 
select area were ready to make it through the night. Their dedications showed through the 
songs they sang, their repeated cheers and the fact that the local Wal-Mart had sold all of 
their sleeping bags and poster boards.  
With their provisions stocked and spirits high, these students remained pumped through-
out the night and into the next morning’s broadcast. 
An estimated crowd of 12,000 was in attendance at the peak of “College GameDay,” most 
donning humorous signs, a favorite pastime of “GameDay” fans. Signs ranged from obscure 
to downright hilarious, displaying things such as, “Richmond is Bad” and “Richmond eats 
unfrosted poptarts.”
“Richmond shops at Lowe’s, that was a good sign,” JT Timming, a football recruit in the 
class of 2020, said.
A particular moment of excitement came as fans patiently awaited the expected donning 
of the Duke Dog head by host Lee Corso. He surprised everyone when he emerged from Wil-
son Hall dressed as James Madison and read the words, “I predict a Dukes’ victory over the 
Richmond Spiders.” He even had his own declaration in hand to share with the audience.
“The Dukes have nothing to fear today, but fear itself,” Corso said. “God bless the Dukes, 
and God bless the United States of America.”
Once his proclamation was over, he switched out his tri-cornered hat for the Duke Dog 
mascot head.
The crowd erupted. 
“The ending was perfect,” Beth Strain, a JMU parent, said.
The sense of exhilaration that carried throughout the three-hour broadcast didn’t cease 
once the cameras stopped rolling.
“It was great to be here,” Bill Daisley, a 1990 alumnus, said. “Being class of 1990, it was 
awesome to come back and see this all.” 
Even current Dukes were surprised by the turnout for the broadcast.
“I’ve never seen so many people come out for football,” Kevin Weimar, a sophomore com-
puter information systems major, said. “It’s really good for JMU and the football program 
here. It couldn’t have went any better.” 
Despite JMU’s loss to the “GameDay” coming to Harrisonburg was beneficial for the school 
and community.
“Words can’t describe what that scene was,” said Fitting. “That was, without bias, the 
greatest scene we’ve ever had for a show. It was unbelievable.”
CONTACT Mike Dolzer at breezearts@gmail.com.
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TOP Fans cheering in the “GameDay” Coca-Cola Section Zero area Saturday. BOTTOM A look at some of the 
“GameDay” signs seen behind the set. Signs are a favorite pastime of the “College GameDay” crowd.
GAMEDAY |  JMU gives up most total yards in program history, 720
from front
The No. 11-ranked Spiders (6-1, 4-0 Colonial 
Athletic Association) defeated the No. 4-ranked 
Dukes (7-1, 4-1 CAA) 59-49 in front of a sold-out 
crowd of 26,069 at Bridgeforth Stadium — a new 
record for attendance. 
JMU had its homecoming spoiled after 
defeating Southern Methodist University and Elon 
University in their respective homecoming games 
earlier this season.
JMU managed to score 49 points Saturday, 
more than its average of 48.8 points per game, but 
allowed Richmond to score 59 — the most by an 
opponent all season.
“Bottom line, their team was better on offense 
than we were on defense,” head coach Everett 
Withers said.
The Spiders amassed 720 yards of total offense 
against the Dukes, a program high for JMU. The 
record yardage was split between 305 yards 
rushing and 415 yards passing. Senior running 
back Jacobi Green handled the bulk of the rushes, 
totaling 236 yards and five touchdowns on 27 
carries. 
Richmond sophomore quarterback Kyle 
Lauletta had a day for himself, completing 19 of 31 
pass attempts for 415 yards and two touchdowns.
Junior receiver Brian Brown made up most of 
the receiving yards with 204 yards and a 79-yard 
touchdown reception, while senior receiver 
Reggie Diggs added 128 receiving yards. Three of 
four receivers who had at least one catch had a 
reception over 40 yards. The Spiders averaged 21.8 
yards per completion. 
“I really don’t have words to describe what I 
witnessed out there tonight,” Richmond head 
coach Danny Rocco said.
Green stepped into the full-time starting roll 
on Saturday after normally splitting carries with 
redshirt senior running back Seth Fisher. Fisher 
missed Saturday’s game due to injury.
“Jacobi [Green] knew that he was going to get 
most of the carries tonight and that we depended 
on him,” Rocco said. “He responded in a big way.”
It was clear that JMU was having trouble 
stopping the run — Richmond gained an average 
of 6.5 yards per rush. 
Contrarily, JMU’s running game was stifled 
with a season low total of 218. Redshirt senior 
quarterback Vad Lee accounted for 124 of those 
yards with three touchdowns on the ground. Lee 
also completed 19 of 32 pass attempts for 294 
yards and two touchdowns.
Lee left the game in the fourth quarter with a 
foot injury, and sophomore quarterback Bryan 
Schor came in under center to try to mount the 
comeback for the Dukes, who trailed by 10 with 
6:38 to play. Schor tallied one rushing touchdown 
and one passing touchdown, totaling 73 passing 
yards.
Lee was one of three JMU players who left the 
game with an injury. Freshman cornerback and 
special teams player Charles Tutt appeared to 
have broken a bone in his leg and is expected to 
be out for several weeks, and sophomore wide 
receiver John Miller, who was carted off the field 
in the fourth quarter, was transported to the 
University of Virginia Health Center for further 
evaluation, according to Withers.
Despite the loss, the sold-out crowd had 
Bridgeforth Stadium shaking and the student 
section stayed packed throughout the entire 
game.
“It was awesome to see JMU nation out,” senior 
offensive lineman Austin Lane said. “They did a 
great job and I’m really proud of the way our fans 
handled the entire week. They really showed up.”
The hype leading up to the game began days 
before kickoff. When it was announced on the 
morning of Oct. 18 that “GameDay” would be 
heading to Harrisonburg, fans came out of the 
woodwork to show support for the Dukes. Tickets 
sold out seven hours after the announcement 
came from Fitting’s Twitter account.
According to Fitting, JMU was a candidate on 
the “to be considered” list for a while and it just 
so happened to be a “perfect storm” of less than 
stellar FBS games this weekend for “GameDay” to 
come to JMU.
“The stars aligned, and we pulled the trigger,” 
Fitting said.
 Although Fitting is 1996 graduate of JMU with 
a degree in mass communications, he says that 
didn’t play a role in the decision to come to his 
alma mater.
“We’re not going to come back because I went 
here, that had nothing to do with it,” Fitting said. 
“We came here because the game had a hook, and 
it was a weak slate of FBS games.” 
The Dukes will look to bounce back on Saturday 
against the No. 17-ranked College of William & Mary 
(5-2, 3-1 CAA) in Williamsburg, Virginia.
CONTACT Peter Cagno at 
breezesports@gmail.com.
Junior wide receiver Rashard Davis had 91 receiving yards on four receptions for 
two touchdowns, including a 71-yard score Saturday.
Junior defender Jennie Sroba traps the ball. Junior right side Janey Goodman prepares to hit the ball.
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Sunday afternoon’s women’s soccer match between 
JMU (11-6-2, 5-2-2 Colonial Athletic Association) and the 
College of William & Mary (12-3-2, 6-1-1 CAA) ended in 
a 1-1 draw after 110 minutes of play. The lone goal for the 
Dukes was scored by redshirt junior forward and midfield-
er Alyssa Zurlo in the 39th minute to give JMU a one-goal 
lead. The goal was Zurlo’s third of the season and was 
assisted by redshirt freshman forward Kylie Hegemier — 
the first of her career. 
Twenty-nine minutes later, senior forward and midfield-
er Barbara Platenberg tied the game when she scored off 
an assist from senior midfielder Nicole Baxter. The draw is 
the second of the season for the Dukes and the first of the 
season for the Tribe. The game was the last of the regular 
season before both teams gear up for the CAA tournament. 
As it stands now, William & Mary is second in the standings 
behind Hofstra, and JMU is seeded fourth behind Hofs-
tra, William & Mary and the University of North Carolina 
at Wilmington. The tournament begins on Sunday, Nov. 1 
when the Dukes host Northeastern University at an unde-
termined time.
-staff report
JMU hosted the University of Del-
aware (11-12, 3-7 Colonial Athletic 
Association) at Sinclair Gymnasium 
on Sunday afternoon and defeated 
the Blue Hens in straight sets in its 
14th straight win. The Dukes took the 
first set 25-16, the second 25-21 and 
third 25-22. 
Junior right side Janey Good-
man recorded a game-high 15 kills. 
Senior setter Sarah Patterson and 
sophomore defensive specialist 
Taylor Austin also had game highs, 
Patterson with 43 assists and Aus-
tin with 17 digs. Goodman also had 
11 digs. JMU is first place and is the 
only remaining undefeated team in 
the conference. The Dukes travel to 
face Northeastern University (4-21, 
19 CAA), who sits in last place in the 
CAA, on Thursday at 7 p.m.
-staff report
Women’s soccer draws 
against the Tribe
Volleyball remains 
perfect in CAA 
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Looking back at ‘College GameDay’
ESPN rolled to Harrisonburg to host its live “College GameDay” show Saturday. JMU was the 65th school that “GameDay” 
has visited and it was only the eighth time in the show’s history that the show came to a Football Championship Subdivision 
campus. Check out some photos below, from the time ESPN trucks arrived on campus on Wednesday until the live broadcast 





On Wednesday morning, ESPN “College GameDay” semi-trucks arrived on JMU’s Quad carrying equipment and other materials. They were parked near the bottom of the Quad for the remainder of the week.
Connor Woisard / The Breeze
JMU held a welcoming ceremony for the arrival of the ESPN “College GameDay” bus on campus late Thursday afternoon. Setup of the “GameDay” set also took place throughout the day on Thursday.
phoTos By daniel sTein / The Breeze
LEFT A crowd gathers for the live broadcast of “College Football Live” at 2 p.m. on Friday. Segments of “Sportscenter” were also filmed on Friday at 9 a.m. and again in the evening. RIGHT Students camp on the Quad on 
Friday night. Campers arrived to the Quad to set up camp as early as 8 a.m. Friday and guarded their spots throughout the day. 
peTer Cagno / The Breeze daniel sTein / The Breeze
1. “College GameDay” crew Desmond Howard (left), Rece Davis, Lee Corso and Kirk Herbstreit on set during Saturday’s show in front of approximately 12,000 fans. 2. Fans in attendance at “GameDay” react as Lee Corso 
picked JMU over Richmond. The crowd couldn’t help but celebrate with the use of JMU’s traditional streamers. 3. Lee Corso kisses JMU’s helmet before the “GameDay” broadcast began on Saturday. 4. JMU head coach 
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House Cleaning at our 
Verona Va home. 
About 3 hrs weekly. 
Schedule can be flexible. 
$11.00/hr
Contact Mary Beth at 
540 255-7627
Announcements
Book  &  Accessory  Sale  at
Massanutten Regional  Lib-
rary,  downtown  Harrison-
burg,  Wed.,Nov.  4  only,
10am-7pm.  Book Sale  con-
tinues  Nov.  5-7.  See  MRL
website  for  hours.
Apts for Rent
1-BR $595 Downtown,Stain-
less  Appliances,  Hardwood
F l o o r s ,  5 4 0 - 5 6 4 - 2 6 5 9
www.castleproperty.com
2BR/2.5BA  Townhouse  in
Beacon  Hill,  $900/month.
Available  in  December.  Call
or  text  540.405.1279.
Pet Friendly,  1-3BR Proper-








 the need of the young,
fossil fuel companies,
For someone who will serve
not the greed of the
Celebrating TEN seasons of
BLOOD, SWEAT, AND FEARS
See www.fearforest.net for more details
Come shoot our interactive
walking dead at Fear Crops 
$18 for both events
  or $13 per event
Cash Only! ATM Onsite
Schedule:
Beginning October 2nd
Every Friday & Saturday Night: 7-11pm 
Also Thursday 10/22 & 29: 7-10 pm 
& Wednesday 10/28 7-10pm
Where Only The Trees Can Hear You Scream
Oak Shade Road, Harrisonburg VA
+
=
app for your phone today!
Serving James Madison University Since 1922
Download th        
Follow  us  
on  twitter!
@thebreezejmu




425 N. Main Street
Order online at chanellospizza.com
20” 1 Topping

















& A Drink $9.99
Mon-Thu 5-9pm
Happy Hour:
Large One Topping $7.99
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TOWNHOMES NOW AVAILABLE!
SIGN YOUR LEASE TODAY
WITH COPPER BEECH!
